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OTO Seminars

Home & Family Arts BLDG 
Description

1:00 - 2:00
Solar Basics-Factory Setup        

Howard Wilson

For owners who want to understand how the solar system works in their GDRV.  

This will be a very basic, Solar 101-level presentation. 

2:30 - 3:30
Internet on the Road

Neil Citro

Do you need internet access on the road? Are you looking to work while in your RV, need access to 

friends and family, or just need a little more signal? Come to this seminar for a discussion of all things 

mobile internet, boosters, cellular routers, and external antennas will all be discussed as well as how to 

get from one bar to four while on the road.

4:00 - 5:00
RV Tips & Tricks from a Tech Part 1 

Kevin Brownlee

Over 130 tips for RV owners developed from the problems I see during repair service calls, and RV 

inspections. 

9:00 - 10:00

10:30 - 11:30

1:00 - 2:00
Ask an Owner RV Tech         

Ethan Fine
Talk to an owner who is also a RV Technician.

2:30 - 3:30
RVing in National Parks

Deanna Simmons

National Parks are my favorite RV destinations, and we work our way across the country from park to 

park. Are you interested in visiting National Parks too, but have questions or don’t know where to start? 

I’ll talk about some national parks basics and cover some top tips for five popular parks. Bring your 

questions and we’ll try to answer them! 

4:00 - 5:00
RV Tips & Tricks from a Tech Part 2

Kevin Brownlee

Over 130 tips for RV owners developed from the problems I see during repair service calls, and RV 

inspections. 

9:00 - 10:00
Electrical Basics

Tom Freeman

A basic understanding of RV electrical components (inverters, converters, transfer switch etc.), power 

supplied to the RV (50 Amp vs 30 Amp vs DC) and basic troubleshooting and meter use.

10:30 - 11:30
Boondocking Basics

Neil Citro & Deanna Simmons

Boondocking and dry camping for beginners.

Are you finding it hard to get reservations at the RV park? Do you want to camp in the great outdoors 

away from the trailer park atmosphere? Come to this seminar to learn how to utilize the systems in your 

RV for extended stays in undeveloped camping areas.

1:00 - 2:00
Full-time RV Living

The Campoholics: Mike & Missy 

Momentum Influencers

Pros, cons & everyday challenges of full timing. Finding locations, travel tips using Google Earth, Harvest 

Host,  phone apps, and fuel card discount programs. Q&A from attendees.

2:30 - 3:30
The Gadabout Gourmet

Diana Chamness

See fun ways to use your appliances in ways you’ve never seen or thought of. And something always 

goes wrong!

4:00 - 5:00
Advanced Solar

Howard Wilson

For owners with some level of electrical and/or solar knowledge that want to get into the technical 

details related to the components and performance of a solar system. 

9:00 - 10:00
Full-timing in your RV

Jeret Burnett
Learn about full-time living in your RV from owners that have years of experience.

10:30 - 11:30
Schwintek Slideouts

Ethan Fine
Learn about your Schwintek Slide out from an RV Tech.

1:00 - 2:00

2:30 - 3:30
Igniting Passion

Buckle Up Buttercup: Pickens Family

Transcend Ambassadors

Our passions drive us to do better and do bigger things. I will talk about how I integrated my passions 

into my professional life and turned it into my dreams coming true. I will give tips on how you can do the 

same, so you can ignite passion in every aspect of your life.

Tues.

Aug 30

Wed.

Aug 31

Thurs.

Sept 1

Fri. 

Sept 2

RV System Basics

Brian Cravener
Show and tell about the components in your RV - Location, operation, and trouble shooting.

Date Times

OTO Seminar Locations & Descriptions

TBD
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OTO Seminars

ECCC BLDG: 1st Floor
Description

1:00 - 2:00

2:30 - 3:30

4:00 - 5:00

9:00 - 10:00

10:30 - 11:30

1:00 - 2:00

2:30 - 3:30

4:00 - 5:00

9:00 - 10:00
Internet on the Road

Neil Citro

Do you need internet access on the road? Are you looking to work while in your RV, need 

access to friends and family, or just need a little more signal? Come to this seminar for a 

discussion of all things mobile internet, boosters, cellular routers, and external antennas will all 

be discussed as well as how to get from one bar to four while on the road.

10:30 - 11:30
How to Survive RV Life Together

Stairs Up - Handle In:  Eric and Jen

Imagine Influencers

Navigating relationships in a tiny space can present new challenges, but how you approach the 

unexpected together is key to forming a stronger bond and keeping love BIG in tiny digs. We're 

Jen and Eric, and 20 years into our marriage we decided to sell everything and move into an RV. 

Join us as we share the 4 key principles that helped us - and can help YOU -  survive RV life 

together.

1:00 - 2:00
Roundtable Discussion

Any questions you may have

This will be held to answer questions that you may not have received answers yet or new ones 

that may have come up thru the week. There will be different presenters on hand at different 

times.

2:30 - 3:30
Roundtable Discussion

Any questions you may have

This will be held to answer questions that you may not have received answers yet or new ones 

that may have come up thru the week. There will be different presenters on hand at different 

times.

4:00 - 5:00

9:00 - 10:00
Roundtable Discussion

Any questions you may have

This will be held to answer questions that you may not have received answers yet or new ones 

that may have come up thru the week. There will be different presenters on hand at different 

times.

10:30 - 11:30
Roundtable Discussion

Any questions you may have

This will be held to answer questions that you may not have received answers yet or new ones 

that may have come up thru the week. There will be different presenters on hand at different 

times.

1:00 - 2:00
Life on the road as Working Parents

1StrangeAdventure: 

Harold and Cindy Strange

We would like to share our story of choosing to go full time and the things we had to consider 

when making those decisions.  We both work full time in addition to our kid’s attending a 

virtual high school.  On top of that, we manage our social media platforms, such as YouTube.  

We have a high demand on our time and internet.  We would like to share how we manage to 

keep it going.

2:30 - 3:30
50 States. 7 Years. 6 RVs:  Ask us anything! 

Less Junk More Journey: Moss Family

Solitude Ambassadors

Nathan and Marissa Moss with Less Junk More Journey share their experiences of traveling to 

50 states in seven years and in six different RVs!  They are a full-time traveling RV family of four 

in a Solitude 5th wheel and they believe the family that camps together, stays together. Their 

mission is to inspire others to live a life of less junk and more journey while showcasing bucket-

list experiences and destinations along the way. Swing by for their Q & A!

Fri. 

Sept 2

Date Times

OTO Seminar Locations & Descriptions

Tues.

Aug 30

Wed.

Aug 31

Thurs.

Sept 1

TBD
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Vendor and Other Seminars

ECCC BLDG: Basement
Description

1:00 - 2:00
Disc Brakes & Suspension

Performance Trailer Braking

Kelly Barnett

You might think that your trailer brakes are doing an adequate job of stopping your trailer…we’d beg to differ.  Or you 

might think ‘My truck stops my trailer just fine’.  Keep in mind that your truck should stop your truck and your trailer 

should stop your trailer.  Electric Over Hydraulic Disc Brakes can stop you 50% faster and in 50% of the time than your 

standard electric brakes. We can also help you with your suspension upgrade needs!

2:30 - 3:30
RV Holding Tank Maintenance

Kleen Tank

Jim Tome

Learn everything you don’t know about your RV’s holding tanks! The national expert in tank cleaning discusses tank 

additives, misbehaving sensors, and which TP is best (you may be surprised!). Something for every RVer, no matter their 

experience and expertise. A fun, informative seminar that is always a hit!

4:00 - 5:00
Emergency Medical Transportation 

MASA

Mary Plummer

JOIN MASA MARY, YOU CAN WIN A VISA GIFT CARD!  

MASA is the first and world's premiere medical transportation solutions provider with over 45 years of experience and 

over 2 million members. Specializing in providing peace of mind benefits if one experiences a medical emergency while 

traveling. These benefits include Recuperation & Repatriation Transport, Vehicle & RV Return, Mortal Remains Transport, 

Companion & Pet Return, Visitor Transportation, and Much More! MASA is the only carrier that offers the public a ONE-

TIME PAYMENT, LIFETIME PLAN!

9:00 - 10:00

Critical Information: 

Solar & Your RV

Briter Products 

Avanti Lalwani

Current solar power and energy storage technology offer RVers an unimagined level of travel independence while 

supporting power requirements. When determining what is best for your RV and travel plans, a complete understanding 

of solar, from research to post-installation maintenance, will ensure independence and greater travel choices. Hard-to-

find information such as how to maintain the system; power strength; a good installation; and whether the solar system 

is working as planned will be discussed. 

10:30 - 11:30
The Power to Clean!

Gabe's Pride

Steve Kennedy

We invite you to come listen and learn why Gabe’s Pride “The Power to Clean!” products are the best choice for you and 

your RV.  Gabe’s Pride high-performing cleaners are eco-responsible, biodegradable, and safe.  Use less cleaner, less 

muscle, and enjoy your clean RV in no time at all!

1:00 - 2:00
National Parks of the West

Fantasy RV Tours

Carol Herr

Go West with Fantasy RV Tours and visit those famous monuments and National Parks on your bucket list!  Our National 

Parks of the West Caravan will explore the Rocky Mountains, Mt. Rushmore, Yellowstone plus take in the Grand Tetons.  

Continue on with our Western National Parks tour to experience Zion, Arches and even camp on the South Rim of the 

Grand Canyon.  These are just samplings of the national parks and amazing sights you will see on these spectacular RV 

caravans. 

2:30 - 3:30
Emergency Medical Transportation 

MASA

Mary Plummer

JOIN MASA MARY, YOU CAN WIN A VISA GIFT CARD!  MASA is the first and world's premiere medical transportation 

solutions provider with over 45 years of experience and over 2 million members. Specializing in providing peace of mind 

benefits if one experiences a medical emergency while traveling. These benefits include Recuperation & Repatriation 

Transport, Vehicle & RV Return, Mortal Remains Transport, Companion & Pet Return, Visitor Transportation, and Much 

More! MASA is the only carrier that offers the public a ONE-TIME PAYMENT, LIFETIME PLAN!

4:00 - 5:00
Tire Pressure Monitor

TST

Don Wiesehan

Tire safety and benefits of a TST tire pressure monitor system.

9:00 - 10:00
Cutting through the Noise

Wandering Weekends: Blackmon Family

Imagine Ambassadors

Is Social Media ruining your RV experience? Does comparing your location with other’s cause a discontentment with 

where you currently are, causing you to focus on your next stop, instead of living in the moment of your present trip. 

How do we cut through the noise of social media? By only using it as a resource to inspire.

10:30 - 11:30
What if? and Celebrity Cruises!

Carolyn Kees

What if?  You become ill while traveling or an accident lands you in a hospital away from home and you receive a 

$30,000 helicopter bill?  A SkyMed membership pays the bill.  We have 18 services for you.  Celebrity Cruise Lines is 

offering the lowest price guarantee thru SkyMed Travel.

1:00 - 2:00
Canada's Eastern Atlantic Provinces

Fantasy RV Tours

Carol Herr

The Atlantic Provinces of Canada boast rugged coastlines, picturesque bays, towering cliffs and sandy beaches. This 

seminar takes you through the incredible Maritime Provinces.  Glimpse amazing Quebec, including Montreal and the 

Gaspésie Peninsula. Enjoy the Acadian Coast of New Brunswick, the beauty of Prince Edward Island and the seaward 

ways of Nova Scotia.  We’ll also explore the Viking Trail and quaint villages of Newfoundland.  Join us as we share the 

sights of these five incredible provinces best experienced by RV.  

2:30 - 3:30
Cultivate Food Rescue: 

From Intent to Impact

Transform how you see food.  Cultivate's backpack program provides hope to food-insecure children in the South Bend, 

Indiana community.

4:00 - 5:00
Tire Minder

Mike Kilbourne

This is a beginners guide to understanding TPMS and why you need it for your safety on the road. Understanding the 

basics of TPMS.

9:00 - 10:00
Don’t Leave Home Without It

Grand Design Roadside Assistance

Ed Thor

Learn why Grand Design chose us, the benefits of the Grand Design Program, and how it compares with all other 

Roadside Programs on the industry. We will also discuss how we integrate with Service Contract, Insurance and Extended 

Warranty providers.  We will answer all your questions about Roadside Assistance.

10:30 - 11:30
RV Weight and Tire Safety

RVSEF

Dave and Tina Reyburn

RVSEF will again provide Wheel Position Weighing Service for the owners and this class will supply you with the 

knowledge required to assure that you operate your RV within the weight safety limitations established by the 

manufacturer, as well as the importance of the information found on your weight labels. This class is designed to assist 

you in understanding and managing your existing weight. The tire portion of the seminar relates to maintenance and 

care of tires for optimum safety and durability.

1:00 - 2:00
Can you see me?

Alternative Lighting

Tom Ciaccio

Introducing new LED vertical taillights that provide additional visibility while towing your coach to ensure safe travels.  

Simple installation process that requires minimal tools.  Plugs into the OEM supplied flat 4 connector on Reflections and 

Solitudes.  Imagines and Momentums require additional wiring.  LEDs provide a very bright and quick response to tail 

light functions.  Compliments the OEM tail lights.

2:30 - 3:30

Fri. 

Sept 2

Date Times

Vendor and Other Seminar Locations & Descriptions

Tues.

Aug 30

Wed.

Aug 31

Thurs.

Sept 1

TBD
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Vendor Seminars

Pork Producers BLDG
Description

1:00 - 2:00
RV Fire and Life Safety

The Mobile RV Tech: Aaron Jones

This seminar will cover RV Fire and Life Safety centered around awareness, preparedness, 

fire safety equipment, evacuation procedures, specific extinguishers, RV refrigerator 

issues, and fire suppression solutions available today.

2:30 - 3:30
RV Weight and Tire Safety

RVSEF: Dave and Tina Reyburn

RVSEF will again provide Wheel Position Weighing Service for the owners and this class 

will supply you with the knowledge required to assure that you operate your RV within 

the weight safety limitations established by the manufacturer, as well as the importance 

of the information found on your weight labels. This class is designed to assist you in 

understanding and managing your existing weight. The tire portion of the seminar relates 

to maintenance and care of tires for optimum safety and durability.

4:00 - 5:00
Made from Scratch Food Mixes

Bread in the Bag: Sherry Kehr

Come see why my made from scratch mixes are perfect for camping, entertaining and 

everyday mealtime. My baking mixes are free of preservatives and my meals, soups and 

dips are made with low fat/low sodium broth bases that are free of MSG.  I will have 

samples and a door prize drawing. Looking forward to seeing everyone. 

9:00 - 10:00
RV Fire Safety

My RV School: Jeff Gaston

This seminar covers the causes of RV fires and how to prevent them. The presenter will 

discuss how to escape an RV in the event of a fire and how to protect yourself and your 

loved ones. Preparation and awareness are key to safety.  My RV School offers automatic 

deployment fire suppression systems with TPMS monitoring abilities as well as handheld 

extinguishers that are non-toxic and non-corrosive which means they are pet friendly and 

kid safe as well. Jeff also accompanies the class with a fire demonstration to include 

extinguishing a fire and showing attendees that you can in fact spray the product on 

yourself to escape a fire.

10:30 - 11:30
Application of Color Street Nail Strips 

Color Street: BliparitoStyle

Take your nails from drab to fab. This will be a hands on seminar. 

Can’t wait to see you all!

1:00 - 2:00
Tupperware's Light Weight 

Solutions for your RV

Margaret Zimmerman

Tupperware products help to keep your unit light.  They are not heavy and do not weigh 

down your unit.  Tupperware has microwave products and other light weight oven 

products. Tupperware can help you organize your unit along with saving money, time 

and space. 

2:30 - 3:30
Wash Wax All

The TravelingBrowns

At this seminar you can learn how to maintain your RV using Wash Wax All products by 

Aero Cosmetics.  Clean and Wax without a ladder!

4:00 - 5:00
Key-Alike Program

Todd Peterson

An inside look at keys and locks in the RV industry with a focus on RVLocksAndMore’s Key-

Alike program that provides convenience and added security.

9:00 - 10:00
Satellite TV and Off Air Q&A

Elkhart Satellite

Brian Chiddister

Brian will go over what is new in the industry with satellite TV and then answer all of your 

questions!

10:30 - 11:30
Tow Assist

Performance Trailer Braking : Kelly Barnett

A Dexter product for the trailer towing industry that will provide anti-lock brakes (ABS), 

sway mitigation, and an odometer function.

1:00 - 2:00
What Costco Has to Offer

Costco: Angel Laskowski

Membership and outside services offered by Costco.  Question and Answer. Sign up sheet 

for goodies from the Costco deli to share with everyone.

2:30 - 3:30
RV A/C Silencer and GasStop

The TravelingBrowns

Learn how the RV A/C Silencer by Wacko Products can reduce the noise coming from your 

Coleman or Dometic A/C unit while also increasing airflow.  Additionally, learn how to 

safely run your refrigerator on propane while driving using GasStop’s 100% automatic 

shutoff valve.

4:00 - 5:00
RV Tire Safety and Weighing

My RV School: Jeff Gaston

This seminar discusses the proper way to care for and maintain your RV tires. The 

presenter discusses the importance of knowing the weight of your RV and the proper way 

to load and inflate your RV tires as well as offer four corner weighing. My RV School is 

endorsed by Michelin Tires and can answer as well as share Michelin related materials 

and questions. Four-corner weighing can be offered upon departure. 

9:00 - 10:00
Solar & Lithium Batteries: How They Work

Kayla Sweatland

Session highlights how solar and lithium batteries work, why you should go solar, and an 

overview of a typical RV solar system including various accessories.

10:30 - 11:30

1:00 - 2:00
How to Get Quality Internet in Your RV

Internet Go: Mike Kilbourne

How you can find a solution to accessing and understanding internet in your RV,  

Hotspots, Routers and free Wi-Fi.   Basics and understanding the best solution for your 

needs on the road for internet.

2:30 - 3:30

Fri. 

Sept 2

Date Times

Vendor Seminar Locations & Descriptions

Tues.

Aug 30

Wed.

Aug 31

Thurs.

Sept 1

TBD

TBD


